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Characters!

● Building characters
● Roles & Archetypes
● Hero's Journey
● Virgin's Promise
● Agency
● Making it all Fit
● Tags & Traits
● Dimensions
● Cardboard, Stilts, and Still Waters



  

Lexicon

● Agency—character's ability to act, make decisions, and 
follow through

● Motivation—what drives your character, what they want
● Backstory—what happens before the story that makes the 

character who they are
● Role—the 'job' a character does in the story
● Trope—a story element that becomes so common it gets a 

name. Manic pixie dream girl, Mary Sue, Chosen One, 
Lost Heir



  

What is a character?

● A person?
● A sentient creature/phenomenon?
● Anything with personality?

● In story, a character must have agency. Ability to 
act.



  

Building Characters

● Google has 97,500,000 ideas for creating characters
● Questionnaires, forms, diagrams
● Vague advice—avoid cardboard cutouts, make them 

compelling, make me care about them, don't make Mary Sues
● Lots of ways to build a character—an idea, a person who lives 

in a specific setting, a what-if question, a personality trait, a 
problem, a plot or conflict

● Grow the seed. Decide what kind of part they play or 
represent in the story



  

Types of Characters

● Perspective Characters—we're in their heads, feel 
their emotions, see the world through their eyes. 

● Supporting Characters—we get to know them 
through the perspective characters. May or may not 
have their own arcs

● Bit characters—the delivery guy, the cashier, the 
store manager we only meet once. No arcs, hardly 
any lines or characterization.



  

Screen Time

● Your story is a canvas. Every element chosen means 
many other elements must be excluded.

● More characters=bigger story, but at the cost of 
giving less focus on each character



  

Focus and Emphasis



  

More Screen Time

● Simply put, main characters need the works: 
personality, emotions, motivations, conflicts, agency

● The less pivotal a character is, the less development 
they need

● Story-based TV shows, novels, and many movies 
display these techniques

● No hard-and-fast rules to character numbers or 'face 
time', but understanding the type of story you want to 
tell will help you decide who needs what



  

Characters as Players

● Characters play a role in the story just like we play roles 
in our lives. A mother can also be a sister, a daughter, a 
CEO, a client, and a patient. She acts differently in each 
role, adopting different traits and attitudes.

● In a story, each character falls into their roles. Important 
characters can be more than one thing, but often, each 
role need only be filled by one character. Does the main 
character need two supportive best friends? Two 
mentors? Three bosses who hate her?



  

Subverting Roles/Tropes

● Subverting or twisting roles can add tension and 
conflict to the story

● The 'supportive best friend' can betray and become 
an enemy. Rivals can be forced to work together

● Each genre has its own tropes. Understanding them 
is key to creating characters that don't feel 
repetitious.



  

Archetypes

● Archetypes are part of our collective unconsciousness 
(Carl Jung)

● Fictional Shorthand
● Many different lists of archetypes, different cultures have 

their own
● Characters embody/represent/draw from archetypes 

piecemeal
● Archetypes are symbolic characters that “everyone” 

recognizes



  

Archetypes



  

12 Common Fictional Archetypes



  

Common Fictional Archetypes plotted



  

Archetypes in Astrology



  

Hero's Journey

● 17 Steps to save the world and win the girl
● Also called Joseph Campbell's Monomyth
● Many, many movies and stories use this structure to 

chart the growth of the hero—Star Wars, Lord of the 
Rings, Finding Nemo, The Matrix, Harry Potter, Percy 
Jackson, The Princess Bride, any Disney movie

● Charts an exterior, save-the-world type of adventure 
(the world can be anything the character wants)



  



  

Virgin's Promise

● Virgin's Promise by Kim Hudson charts 14 steps of 
inner transformation

● This type of virgin is a self-fulfilled human being, who 
lives for herself and not for others

● Cinderella, Ever After, Bend it Like Beckham, The 40-
Year-Old Virgin, About A Boy, Pretty Woman, Mulan, 
Wedding Crashers, Princess Diaries

● The Virgin's story is about reconciling who she is with 
the world around her and making a place for herself



  

Virgin's Promise

● “The bringing of the Virgin's dream for herself into 
the physical world often occurs through the 
development of inherently feminine aspects of 
creativity, sexuality, and spirituality.”

(The Virgin's Promise, Kim Hudson)
● “We need to be more than brave, self-sacrificing 

heroes. We also need to be Virgins who bring our 
inner talents and self-fulfilling joys to life. And we 
need stories to show us how to do that.”



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● Dependent World. Introduction to a world where 
Virgin is not allowed to be/express herself. Others 
control her future.



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● Price of Conformity. The Virgin sacrifices pieces of 
herself to her dependent world. She may be sleeping 
through life, heavily restricted, or forced into 
servitude, or devalued by others.

● Opportunity to Shine. First expression of Virgin 
reaching her potential—a secret way to explore her 
true desires apart from the world which won't let her 
try.



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● Dresses the Part. The Virgin connects to herself by 
shining. That energy she creates transforms into 
something tangible. She is no longer the same 
because of this experience.

● The Secret World. The Virgin has tasted her dream 
and can't just pretend it didn't happen. She lives in 
limbo, serving her old life while dipping her toes 
into this new and fabulous dream whenever she can 
slip away to it.



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● No longer fits her world. The Virgin's dreams 
become reality. She can't keep juggling her two 
worlds. Maybe it's too hard, she doesn't want to 
remain secret, she's caught, or she realizes she likes 
her old world.

● Caught Shining. She can't keep her secret any more. 
Consequences of her secrets and actions manifest. 
She might be punished, shamed, or exiled.



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● Gives up what kept her stuck. The Virgin is on the 
edge of transformation. She must give up the piece 
of her old life that kept her from self-fulfillment. 
Major turning point.
This moment may be hard to pinpoint, because it 
often happens in the Virgin's head. This is a moment 
of true character agency.



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● Kingdom in Chaos. The Virgin's change creates 
problems for everyone else—those who want her to 
stay submissive/selfless. Old order crumbles. The 
Kingdom uses its power to put the Virgin back in line.

● Wanders in the Wilderness. The Virgin is lost, reeling 
from her kingdom in chaos. This is her moment of 
doubt. She demonstrates her growth and rejects the old 
order. She alone can make this choice.



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● Chooses Her Light. The Virgin chooses self-
fulfillment—her passions and dreams, no matter 
what happens. She would rather shine than be safe 
or maintain order, and introduces her true self to the 
kingdom. A tangible, finite goal is achieved.

● Re-Ordering. The kingdom accepts the Virgin for 
who she is, making room for her true self and 
accepting her value as a person. She reconnects with 
her community.



  

The Virgin's Promise - Beats

● The Kingdom is Brighter. The dust settles, and 
things are better for everyone now that the Virgin is 
self-fulfilled. Unconditional love blossoms. Happy 
ending accomplished!



  

Agency

● Characters should be their own agents
● Agency is coming up with your own ideas and solutions to 

your problems, being able to act on them
● Super-contrived plots that force a character to go one way and 

only one way against her will rob a character of agency. 
Readers feel cheated.

● CHARACTERS DICTATE PLOT
● True character agency makes your characters feel alive—they 

are making choices and acting instead of following a plot carrot



  

Agency

● “By focusing everything on the plot's action, I accidentally stole my 
character's agency. I pulled up the plot train and told the characters to 
get in, but Devi's not the kind of woman to lie down and accept being 
railroaded, and all her scenes from that moment on were pretty much 
junk. This wouldn't have been quite so bad in a third person book, but 
for a first person character, especially one as belligerently proactive as 
Devi, it was doom. So I did the only thing I could do with a book so 
intrinsically broken: I went back to where things went wrong, deleted 
everything after that point, and surrendered the reins for the rewrite.

Funny enough, nothing in the plot changed. All the events still 
happened as I'd laid them out, only now, instead of me going to Devi 
and saying "this is what happens to you," the thought process went, 
"here is what happens, what do you do?"”

Rachel Aaron, Learn from My Fail: Character Edition



  

Agency

● “Power in a character doesn't come from their own 
badassery or how many people they can shoot, it 
comes from their ability to make choices.”

Rachel Aaron, Learn From My Fail: Character 
Edition



  

Agency

● In genre fiction especially, many readers are looking 
for an escape from their mundane life, which is often 
one of passive reaction to circumstances beyond our 
control. Reading about a character who is similarly 
passive – lacking in agency – fails to satisfy that 
need. Through characters who have agency, or who 
struggle to attain it, we gain a glimmer of faith in our 
own ability to control our lives.

Anne Lyle, On Character Agency



  

Journeys and Agency and the Kitchen Sink

● STORY = 3 act structure + archetypes + hero's journey + 
character agency + 3 dimensions of character + antagonist 
+ emotional arc +....

● There are many ways to map a story. We've been absorbing 
these elements since the first book was read to us as 
children.

● These tools give us a language to communicate about 
story. You can learn these languages one at a time, you can 
even write them into stories without realizing they have 
names.



  

Tags & Traits – Jim Butcher

● TAGS are words you hang upon your character when you describe them. When you're 
putting things together, for each character, pick a word or two or three to use in describing 
them. Then, every so often, hit on one of those words in reference to them, and avoid using 
them elsewhere when possible. By doing this, you'll be creating a psychological link 
between those words and that strong entry image of your character.

For example; Thomas Raith's tag words are pale, beautiful, dark hair, grey eyes. I use them 
when I introduce him for the first time in each book, and then whenever he shows up on 
stage again, I remind the reader of who he is by using one or more of those words.

This is a really subtle psychological device, and it is far more powerful than it first seems. 
It's invaluable for both you as the writer, and for the construction of the virtual story for the 
reader.

Jim Butcher, Tags & Traits



  

Tags & Traits, Jim Butcher

● TRAITS are like tags, except that instead of picking specific words, you pick a 
number of unique things ranging from a trademark prop to a specific mental attitude. 
Harry's traits include his black duster, his staff, his blasting rod and his pentacle 
amulet. These things are decorations hung onto the character for the reader's benefit, 
so that it's easy to imagine Harry when the story pace is really rolling. 

Similarly, Bob the Skull's traits are the skull, its eyelights, his intelligence, his role as 
a lab assistant, his obsession with sex and his wiseass dialog. It works for the same 
reason.

Seriously. Before you introduce another character, write some tags and traits down. 
You'll be surprised how much easier it makes your job.

Jim Butcher, Tags & Traits



  

Three Dimensions of Character

● The First Dimension--existing
the type of car a character owns
the job a character has
the clothes they wear

● The Second Dimension--why those choices matter
how that character got the car
does she enjoy the job or is it a chore?
how the character appears to the world

● The Third Dimension--the real verbs
does she wreck the car to avoid hitting a dog
does she hide her boss's corruption or blow the whistle?
does she help in an emergency or refuse to get her shirt
bloody?

-Larry Brooks, Story Engineering



  

Cardboard, Stilts, and Still Waters

● Flat versus deep characters
● Deep characters have agency, desires, fears, emotions, 

motivations, and problems.
● Deep characters aren't forced to comply with the plot. 

They choose their own actions.
● Deep characters develop slowly, bit by bit, as the story 

unfolds.
● Not every character must have depth. Just the ones we 

spend time with.



  

Focus

● Characters value some traits more than others. A character 
need not explore every possible trait in a story, in fact, they 
will be stronger if they only focus on two to three. Bonus 
if you, the all-powerful storyteller, can pit one value 
against another, making the character choose.

Aggie is compassionate and booksmart.
She is not loyal, fierce, or strong.

She does not value loyalty. The stories I tell for her do not 
deal with her loyalty or things—they play on her strengths 
and weaknesses, and ignore the things she's neutral about.



  

Practical Applications

● Use Tags & Traits to describe your favorite characters. 
Then your own characters.

● Balance strengths with weaknesses. PS No “she's so nice 
it's a weakness!” junk, either. Actual weaknesses, please 
and thank you.

● There are a lot of personality traits and attitudes, complete 
with their own spectrums. Lots of them will not apply to 
every character. Focus on the extremes and don't even 
worry about the ones that your character doesn't feel.



  



  

Exercises

● Every role-played? RPG characters are essentially 
characters transcribed to the page. Their advantages 
and limitations are well-defined.

● It doesn't have to be formal role-play, either. Try 
running a character through different scenarios. 
Write them out or just daydream. Use what you 
learn about them to create tags and traits, story 
problems, and personality quirks. 



  

Recommended Reading

● Jim Butcher's Tags & Traits
● Virgin's Promise by Kim Hudson
● 45 Master Characters, by Schmidt
● Writer's Guide to Character Traits, by Linda 

Edelstein



  

Thanks!

● Thank you for coming!
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